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Abstract
Aside from a recently published compendium of happy stories by Dan Rather and a few real estate agencies in Florida, the American Dream has been considered dead. The most common poison deemed responsible for this death has been, not the lack of success, but, the "kitschiness" of the reward. Postwar novels such as Henry Miller's The Air-Conditioned Nightmare and Edward Albee's play The American Dream declared that the Dream was no longer genuine and, therefore, no longer functional or valid. Horatio Alger's blueprint for American prosperity began to lose its momentum to a generation of skeptics who rejected the idea of chasing glamour, riches, and the "beautiful illusion." Rather than killing the American Dream, however, kitsch works as the saving power which reinvigorates the dynamic of irony at play in the Dream of the contemporary era. A new generation of fiction writers and critics, ideologically powered, in part, by the philosophical postmodernists of the past few decades, have begun to affirm the force that kitsch possesses in our cultural context.

I begin with a brief history of the American Dream, particularly its formation and early progress as rendered by literature. I then utilize Friedrich Nietzsche's analysis of the life and death of ancient Greek myth and how that particular process reflected his own era. Certain parallels between the Nietzschean-built dialectic of Apollo and Dionysus and the dichotomy I have constructed of kitsch and shit become valuable lenses for the purpose of exploring the development of the American Dream. I use both Milan Kundera's definition of kitsch as well as kitsch's etymology to reveal this concept as the lynchpin and source of vital energy necessary to expose the surprisingly healthy face of the American Dream today. In the age of entertainment, repetition, veneers, parody, and irony, the search for authenticity or genuineness is so often irrelevant. As purported by current fiction writer David Foster Wallace, this simulation is what deserves our sincerity. Kitsch now demands an attentive, earnest analysis of itself; for neither we nor the American Dream can live without it.
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Aporia: Beyond The Valley brings a unique approach to the art of storytelling, by not using dialogue or text. It offers new, interesting puzzle mechanics, and elaborate environmental storytelling within an immersive world. The mystical world of Ez’rat Qin – once a mighty civilization, now a crumbled ruin. You awake after hundreds of years of sleep, in an abandoned land and no memory of your past. Immersed in this world of dark beauty, thrilling mystery and ancient puzzles, you embark on a quest to find out what happened in this world, and to discover who you are. Aporia: Beyond The Valley is a Dream of Apollo are: Vicki Mack - Lead and backing vocals; acoustic guitar Winston Sanders - Lead guitar; backing vocals Rhys Bevan- Bass Sarah Pickwell - Cello. Additional musicians: Jamie Bradley - Drums for ‘Regrets Of The Devil’, ‘Home’, ‘Too Lost, Too Late’ & ‘Anatole’ Andy Jennings - Drums & other percussion for ‘Sandman’, ‘Someday’, ‘All For You’, ‘Hold Me’ & ‘Children Of The City’ Iain Bolton - Glockenspiel for ‘Mine’. Partially funded by our fans, friends and family via Pledge Music to whom we are forever indebted. credits. released April 14, 2013. American Kitsch: Dreams Of Vegas and Apollo Beyond Aporias Daniel Gerling Eastern Illinois University Dream” (1960), Henry Miller's The Air-Conditioned Nightmare (1945), and Baudrillard's America (1986), three works paramount in their criticism of the